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“Warworld Rising,” part three! As the Superman family fights to keep the mysterious refugees alive, they find shocking answers
about their lost colony. Meanwhile, Atlantis faces destruction by a host of supernaturally powerful sea kaiju, apparently created by
the newfound “Warworld fragment”! As other world governments come to understand the devastating power Atlantis now
possesses, tensions rise, and the threat of global war looms closer. As this goes on, back in Metropolis, the time-flung version of
Midnighter digs deeper into Trojan’s dirty scheme.
“The Golden Age” reaches its conclusion in this issue that continues directly from Superman #29! Following an almost-deadly
attack by an alien foe, the new Superman realizes that any threat could be the one! Neither Superboy nor Superman know what’s
behind this latest attack. Two words: the Wall. Plus, in an all-new backup “Tale of Metropolis,” writers Becky Cloonan and Michael
W. Conrad continue the Midnighter story they started in DC Future State. But is the DC Universe ready for Trojan Solutions?“The
Golden Age” reaches its conclusion in this issue that continues directly from Superman #29! Following an almost-deadly attack by
an alien foe, the new Superman realizes that any threat could be the one! Neither Superboy nor Superman know what’s behind
this latest attack. Two words: the Wall. Plus, in an all-new backup “Tale of Metropolis,” writers Becky Cloonan and Michael W.
Conrad continue the Midnighter story they started in DC Future State. But is the DC Universe ready for Trojan Solutions?
From the New York Times bestselling creative team of Peter Tomasi and Patrick Gleason, the emblematic Superman stories from
the DC Rebirth era are collected for the first time in a hardcover omnibus The fan-favorite and critically acclaimed Superman
series by Peter Tomasi and Patrick Gleason honors the legacy of the iconic Man of Steel, all while innovating and highlighting
socially relevant issues within the adventures of Superman and his villains. A popular Superman run from the creative duo of
Tomasi and Gleason, this DC Rebirth era Superman omnibus celebrates and explores all facets of the Superman mythos. Jampacked with action, adventure, and heartfelt moments, this collection features the storylines Son of Superman, Bizarroverse,
Super Sons of Tomorrow, the Never-Ending Battle in Action Comics #1000, and much more Collects Superman: Rebirth #1,
Superman #1-39, Superman #42-45, Teen Titans #15, Action Comics #975-976, Action Comics #1000, Super Sons #11-12, and
Superman Annual #1.
The comics event of 2016, DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH heralds a new era in storytelling for DC Comics. Praised by critics and fans
alike, DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH is a must-read comic that sets the stage for the future of the DC Universe. Wally West is trapped
out of time and space, lost in the recesses of dimensional bleed due to the Flashpoint caused by his mentor, Barry Allen. Drifting in
this nothingness, only Wally—the man once known as Kid Flash and then the Flash—can see the mystery pervading the universe.
Who has stolen 10 years? Wally must now return to Earth and the loved ones who have always acted as his lightning rod, but no
matter who he contacts, he slips further and further away, closer to nothingness. The fate of the universe depends on Wally
West’s REBIRTH… The story that began one of the most critically acclaimed launches of all time is here in DC UNIVERSE:
REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION. Written by #1 New York Times best-selling author Geoff Johns (JUSTICE LEAGUE) with art from
four of the industry’s greatest talents in Ivan Reis (AQUAMAN), Gary Frank (BATMAN: EARTH ONE), Ethan Van Sciver (GREEN
LANTERN: REBIRTH) and Phil Jimenez (INFINITE CRISIS), this new hardcover edition features a story with ramifications that will
reverberate through the DC Universe for years to come!
ÒTHE OZ EFFECTÓ part three! The startling revelation of Mr. OzÕs origin has stopped the Man of Steel dead in his tracks. With
Superman distracted by disasters looming around the world, Mr. Oz has the time to confront Lois Lane.
ACTION COMICS: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK TWO collects the next astonishing chapter in the saga of the Man of
Steel, from fan-favorite Superman writer Dan Jurgens. From the farms of Smallville to the streets of Metropolis, one look up in the
sky is all it takes: Superman has returned to take his rightful place as the world’s greatest hero. But he’s not the only Man of Steel
in town. Scientific genius Lex Luthor has stepped forward as a self-made Superman, determined to protect the planet his way—and
drawing the attention of the unstoppable Godslayer, out to punish him for his crimes. Now Superman must fight to protect his own
archnemesis. It’s a move that will set off a chain reaction of events that will change everything he thought he knew about his life.
Impostors will be unmasked. Old enemies will join forces to seek revenge. The power of Zod himself will be unleashed. And the
Superman Family must fight like never before… Collects ACTION COMICS #967-984.
ÒTHE OZ EFFECTÓ part four! If Superman refuses to join Mr. OzÕs cause, maybe Superboy will! The mysterious villain hits
Superman where it hurts when Oz and Jon join forces. But the stakes are raised when the Last Son of Krypton is forced to choose
between his son and saving his adopted home planet.
Comics legend John Romita Jr. (The Amazing Spider-Man) makes his DC Comics debut, teaming up with superstar writer Geoff
Johns (JUSTICE LEAGUE) and inker Klaus Janson (BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS) in SUPERMAN: THE MEN OF
TOMORROW! The powerful super-being Ulysses is the last son of a doomed planet. Our planet. Thinking Earth's destruction was
at hand, his parents used experimental science to send their son to another dimension. Now he has returned, and Superman has
finally found a peer. But will Ulysses become the hero and partner that Superman wants him to be?
“Warworld Rising” part two! After a war-torn battleship escapes Warworld and makes the perilous journey to Earth, Superman searches for
answers about the identities of its mysterious refugees and their apparent link to the planet Krypton. Could there be other Kryptonians in the
universe? Meanwhile, Atlantean scientists study the wreckage of the Warworld vessel…and make a shocking discovery that could change the
balance of power on Earth. And in the backup story, stuck in the wrong timeline, Midnighter continues to gather intel on the Chrysalis in
hopes of finding an answer. But will it cost him his relationship with Apollo? And who is being held captive at Trojan Solutions?“Warworld
Rising” part two! After a war-torn battleship escapes Warworld and makes the perilous journey to Earth, Superman searches for answers
about the identities of its mysterious refugees and their apparent link to the planet Krypton. Could there be other Kryptonians in the universe?
Meanwhile, Atlantean scientists study the wreckage of the Warworld vessel…and make a shocking discovery that could change the balance of
power on Earth. And in the backup story, stuck in the wrong timeline, Midnighter continues to gather intel on the Chrysalis in hopes of finding
an answer. But will it cost him his relationship with Apollo? And who is being held captive at Trojan Solutions?
“SUPERMAN REBORN AFTERMATH” part two! Superman’s life has been changed, some good is back, but the bad is back as well—with a
vengeance! As Superman’s allies gather to address the looming threat of Mr. Oz, another Squad seeks revenge against the Man of
Steel—and you won’t believe who made the team!
“PATH TO DOOM” Chapter Three Clark Kent gets caught in the crossfire as Doomsday crashes through the streets of Metropolis! As Lois
struggles to keep young Jonathan out of the path of destruction, can former enemies Superman and Lex Luthor stop the monster that once
destroyed the city and killed the Man of Steel—or does Luthor have other plans?
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ÒWill ConradÕs art is phenomenal, and he makes these pages sing.Ó ÑIGN Since the dawn of the DC Rebirth era, one villain has been
standing in the shadows, plotting the destruction of Superman and all he represents. His name: Mr. Oz. Now the Man of Steel is about to find
out the true identity of his newest nemesisÉand everything he thought he knew about the world will come crashing down. To put the pieces
back together and solve the mind-warping riddle of Mr. Oz, Superman will begin a quest the likes of which heÕs never faced before. Teaming
up with Lex Luthor. Time-traveling with Booster Gold. Waging war against General ZodÉand his even more ruthless son. Fighting to preserve
his own family, Lois Lane and SuperboyÉeven against SuperboyÕs own grandfather, General Sam Lane. A new era is about to begin. To
face it, Superman will need every ounce of his strength, his courage and his belief in truth and justice. But what does that mean in a worldÑor
worldsÑwhere truth and justice mean nothing? Find out in Superman: Action Comics: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3! This collection
contains the conclusion of legendary Superman writer Dan JurgensÕ Action Comics run. Collects Action Comics #985-999 plus Action
Comics Special #1.
As Metropolis recovers from the devastating attack by Doomsday, a mysterious figure claiming to be Clark Kent steps into the spotlight to
clear his name and prove once and for all that he is not the Man of Steel. But who is this mild-mannered reporter, really? And what impact will
his sudden appearance have on the fragile new lives that Superman, Lois Lane and their son, Jon, have carefully built for themselves since
escaping from their own doomed universe? The answers won't be easy to find-or easy to hear. But with the mysteries surrounding the loss of
Superman's predecessor growing ever deeper, uncovering the truth has become a top priority for everyone, including self-appointed
Superman Lex Luthor, the mysterious new Superwoman and the Daily Planet's best investigative reporter, Lois Lane-currently missing and
presumed dead. Legendary writer Dan Jurgens is joined by top comics talents Patch Zircher, Stephen Segovia and Tom Grummett for this
next great chapter in the saga of the Man of Steel! Collecting ACTION COMICS #963-966 and an introductory tale from JUSTICE LEAGUE
#52, SUPERMAN: ACTION COMICS VOL. 2 - WELCOME TO THE PLANET also includes a special sketchbook section from Jurgens and
Segovia.
After years of build-up, the Man of Steel discovers the identity of the villainous Mr. Oz in SUPERMAN: ACTION COMICS-THE OZ EFFECT.
Shrouded in mystery for years, the puppetmaster known as Mr. Oz has finally shown his hand. His agents have begun to move as the Man of
Steel works to stop the chaos they unleash in Metropolis and across the globe. But when Mr. Oz steps from the shadows, his identity rocks
the Last Son of Krypton to his core. Who is he? The answer will change Superman forever. A mystery that has weaved through the pages of
DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, DETECTIVE COMICS, ACTION COMICS and even Geoff Johns' SUPERMAN: THE MEN OF TOMORROW, is
finally resolved here in SUPERMAN - ACTION COMICS: THE OZ EFFECT! Written by legendary scribe Dan Jurgens and illustrated by a
team of superstar artists led by Ryan Sook and Viktor Bogdonavic, this graphic novel features a lenticular motion cover only available in the
first print run!
“Warworld Rising” starts here! A new chapter in Superman’s life begins as the challenges of Dark Nights: Death Metal are causing Clark
Kent to feel...a change in his powers. Is it possible the Metropolis Marvel could be losing a step? His struggles in taking down the creatures
from the Breach would suggest as much! If he’s going to continue to protect the people of Earth, he’ll have to adapt-especially with threats
like Mongul out there waiting to launch their biggest attacks on the Earth yet. That’s right, those are Warworld battleships just outside our
orbit, and they are heading straight for us! Meanwhile, in the Midnighter backup story, the bad boy of the Authority has to figure out what
Andrej Trojan is up to in the present if he ever wants to get back to Future State and swap places with the Midnighter of 2021, whom he left
stranded on Warworld.“Warworld Rising” starts here! A new chapter in Superman’s life begins as the challenges of Dark Nights: Death
Metal are causing Clark Kent to feel...a change in his powers. Is it possible the Metropolis Marvel could be losing a step? His struggles in
taking down the creatures from the Breach would suggest as much! If he’s going to continue to protect the people of Earth, he’ll have to
adapt-especially with threats like Mongul out there waiting to launch their biggest attacks on the Earth yet. That’s right, those are Warworld
battleships just outside our orbit, and they are heading straight for us! Meanwhile, in the Midnighter backup story, the bad boy of the Authority
has to figure out what Andrej Trojan is up to in the present if he ever wants to get back to Future State and swap places with the Midnighter of
2021, whom he left stranded on Warworld.
He was the world’s greatest hero. Then the world he knew was wiped from existence. Escaping with his wife and son, Superman fled to a
strange new version of Earth. There he worked in the shadows and watched as a different Superman-younger, less experienced, but every
bit as heroic-defended his planet. That young hero died, and now the original Man of Steel is ready to step forward and replace him. But he’s
not ready for what comes next. Seizing the opportunity of a lifetime, Lex Luthor has donned a battle suit of incredible power and declared
himself to be the new Superman. What’s more, someone else claiming to be Clark Kent has also appeared in Metropolis. And then, into the
middle of this chaos, lands the greatest foe Superman has ever faced: Doomsday. To save Metropolis and his family from this monstrous
menace, Superman must join forces with Luthor, Wonder Woman and any other ally or enemy he can-because he knows from bitter
experience where the path of Doom inevitably leads. Collecting issues #957-962 of the world’s greatest comic, SUPERMAN: ACTION
COMICS VOL. 1: PATH OF DOOM unites legendary Superman writer Dan Jurgens with artists Patch Zircher, Tyler Kirkham, Stephen
Segovia and Art Thibert to kick off an all-new era for the Man of Tomorrow!
The Warzoons make their way to the doorstep of the Fortress of Solitude and only Lois Lane and the alien girl Thao-La are there to defend it.
That’s because Superman is halfway around the world trying to stop the U.S. from declaring war on Atlantis. The Man of Steel must make a
tough choice, and odds are, no one walks away happy. Elsewhere in Metropolis, Midnighter moves closer to the center of Trojan’s empire in
the penultimate chapter of his back-up adventure. The story finishes later this month with the Midnighter 2021 Annual.
As a part of the acclaimed DC Comics-The New 52 event of September 2011, comics legend George Perez and artist Jesus Merino present
the new adventures of the Man of Steel! Metropolis fears him. The Daily Planet agrees. This new volume of SUPERMAN finds our hero with a
startling new status quo. As Superman finds ways to dodge the scrutiny placed upon him by the public and media, he must stop a monstrous
threat to Metropolis - one that he somehow is the cause of! The next chapter in the legendary history of the Man of Steel is built here!
Brainiac returns to invade Earth with his ultimate weapon, Warworld, a planet-sized satellite built for destruction. With the help of superpowered friends like Wonder Woman, The Flash, Green Lantern and many more, Superman must lead the attack on Brainiac and protect
Earth! Collects ACTION COMICS #474-475, SUPERMAN: MAN OF STEEL #9-10, ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #488-489, SUPERMAN
#66.
"Shrouded in mystery for years, the puppetmaster known as Mr. Oz has finally shown his hand. His agents have begun to move as the Man
of Steel works to stop the chaos they unleash in Metropolis and across the globe. But when Mr. Oz steps from the shadows, his identity rocks
the Last Son of Krypton to his core. Who is he? The answer will change Superman forever. A mystery that has weaved through the pages of
DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, DETECTIVE COMICS, ACTION COMICS and even Geoff Johns' SUPERMAN: THE MEN OF TOMORROW, is
finally resolved here in SUPERMAN - ACTION COMICS: THE OZ EFFECT! Written by legendary scribe Dan Jurgens and illustrated by a
team of superstar artists led by Ryan Sook and Viktor Bogdonavic, this graphic novel features a lenticular motion cover only available in the
first print run!"-Shrouded in mystery for years, the puppet master known as Mr. Oz has finally shown his hand. His agents have begun to move as the Man
of Steel works to stop the chaos they unleash in Metropolis and across the globe. But when Mr. Oz steps out from the shadows, his identity
rocks the Last Son of Krypton to his core. Who is he? The answer will change Superman forever. A mystery that has weaved through the
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pages of DC Universe- Rebirth, Detective Comics, Action Comics and even Geoff Johns' Superman- The Men of Tomorrow, is finally
resolved here in Superman- Action Comics- The Oz Effect! Written by legendary scribe Dan Jurgens and illustrated by a team of superstar
artists led by Ryan Sook and Viktor Bogdonavic.
"THE OZ EFFECT" part two! As Superman struggles with the ramifications of Mr. Oz's identity, the mysterious figure's origins and the long
road to Superman's doorstep finally reveal themselves.
Superman is reborn, as acclaimed creators Peter J. Tomasi (SUPER SONS), Dan Jurgens (THE DEATH OF SUPERMAN), Patrick Gleason
(BATMAN AND ROBIN) and Doug Mahnke (SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN) present the first major Superman crossover of the DC Rebirth
era in SUPERMAN REBORN. Everything is perfect for Superman. He has a loving wife, a son he loves more than anything in the world and
heÕs once again EarthÕs greatest hero. But thereÕs still one piece of the puzzle that doesnÕt quite fit: Who is the man whoÕs calling
himself Clark KentÉwho as far as anyone can tell is Clark Kent? Finally, itÕs time for the mystery to be solved. Whoever the fake Clark is, his
identity is starting to unravelÉand with it, so is SupermanÕs reality. The life he shared with Lois is disappearing before his eyes, including the
most precious thing of allÑtheir son, Jon. Now, to save his son, Superman must face one of his deadliest enemies and discover a secret with
grave implications for the entire DC Universe: not just who Clark Kent is, but who Superman himself truly is. Collects ACTION COMICS
#973-976 and SUPERMAN #18-19.
A new era begins for Superman as an ancient threat comes to Earth looking to erase the last remnants of the Kryptonian race. The Last Son
and Daughter of Krypton must now battle a threat that claims it is responsible for the death of their home planet, Krypton. As his world begins
to come down around him, Clark Kent also wonders- where is his wife and son, Lois Lane and Superboy? Featuring some of comics most
innovative artists including Ivan Reis, Evan "Doc" Shaner, Ryan Sook, Kevin Maguire, Adam Hughes, and Jason Fabok. Legendar scribe
Brian Michael Bendis dives headfirst into the DC Universe in this precursor to his debuts on both Supermanand Action Comics. Collects The
Man of Steel#1-6

The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in the most shocking story in DC history! Presented by master storytellers
Geoff Johns and Gary Frank--As the Doomsday Clock ticks toward midnight, the DC Universe will encounter its greatest threat: Dr.
Manhattan. But nothing is hidden from Manhattan, and the secrets of the past, present, and future will leave ramifications on our
heroes' lives forever. NOTHING EVER REALLY ENDS... The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in Doomsday
Clock, from Geoff Johns and Gary Frank, the critically acclaimed team behind Shazam!: Origins and Batman: Earth One. Seven
years after the events of Watchmen, Adrian Veidt has been exposed as the murderer of millions. Now a fugitive, he has come up
with a new plan to redeem himself in the eyes of the world. The first step? Finding Dr. Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and
the never-before-seen Mime and Marionette, he follows Manhattan's trail to the DC Universe, which is on the brink of collapse as
international tensions push the "Doomsday Clock" ever closer to midnight. Is this all Dr. Manhattan's doing? Spinning out of
Watchmen, DC Universe: Rebirth, and Batman/The Flash: The Button, Doomsday Clock rewrites the past, present, and future of
the DC Universe and it all starts here! Collects Doomsday Clock #1-12.
“BOOSTER SHOT” part one! As Superman struggles to cope with Mr. Oz’s true identity, the Man of Steel turns to the only “hero”
he knows who can prove once and for all if Oz’s story is true: Booster Gold! But a massive power doesn’t want our heroes
venturing through time, and will do anything it can to sabotage their journey!
Superman must team up with his arch-enemy Lex Luthor in SUPERMAN-ACTION COMICS VOL. 3, as a part of DC Rebirth! Lex
Luthor is under attack--and only Superman can save him! When the world's most ingenious scientific mind took on the mantle of
Metropolis' new Man of Steel, the world took notice--and so did the mysterious Godslayer! But are the Godslayer's actions
justified? Will stopping Lex Luthor prevent catastrophe later? Writer Dan Jurgens (THE DEATH OF SUPERMAN) continues his
return to the Man of Steel along with illustrators Tyler Kirkham (DEATHSTROKE) and Patrick Zircher (GREEN ARROW) for the
next great Superman chapter in ACTION COMICS VOL. 3! Collects issues #967-972.
The return of Future State’s House of El! It’s time to head back to tomorrow, as Superman’s descendants face a threat from
today. This special tale connects to “Warworld Rising” as the actions of Clark Kent in the present reverberate, leaving long-lasting
changes...and a deadly threat for the House of El to reckon with. Can Brandon Kent, the Superman of his era, stop the danger
from hurting the next generation? Also, for those wanting to know more about Brandon’s relationshop with Theand’r, the
Tamaranean queen, prepare yourself for a little romance as well.
“REVENGE” part two! A battle of titanic proportions rages through Superman’s arctic fortress as General Zod reveals his ultimate
plan by accessing the Phantom Zone. Superman’s family’s lives hang in the balance as “Revenge” concludes.
After years of build-up, the Man of Steel discovers the identity of the villainous Mr. Oz in SUPERMAN: ACTION COMICS-THE OZ
EFFECT. Shrouded in mystery for years, the puppetmaster known as Mr. Oz has finally shown his hand. His agents have begun to
move as the Man of Steel works to stop the chaos they unleash in Metropolis and across the globe. But when Mr. Oz steps from
the shadows, his identity rocks the Last Son of Krypton to his core. Who is he? The answer will change Superman forever. A
mystery that has weaved through the pages of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, DETECTIVE COMICS, ACTION COMICS and even
Geoff Johns' SUPERMAN: THE MEN OF TOMORROW, is finally resolved here in SUPERMAN - ACTION COMICS: THE OZ
EFFECT! Written by legendary scribe Dan Jurgens and illustrated by a team of superstar artists led by Ryan Sook and Viktor
Bogdonavic, this graphic novel features a lenticular motion cover only available in the first print run! Collects SUPERMAN ACTION COMICS #985-992.
Since the dawn of the DC Rebirth era, one villain has been standing in the shadows, plotting the destruction of Superman and all
he represents. His name: Mr. Oz. Now the Man of Steel is about to find out the true identity of his newest nemesis...and everything
he thought he knew about the world will come crashing down. To put the pieces back together and solve the mind-warping riddle
of Mr. Oz, Superman will begin a quest the likes of which he's never faced before. Teaming up with Lex Luthor. Time-traveling with
Booster Gold. Waging war against General Zod...and his even more ruthless son. Fighting to preserve his own family, Lois Lane
and Superboy...even against Superboy's own grandfather, General Sam Lane. A new era is about to begin. To face it, Superman
will need every ounce of his strength, his courage and his belief in truth and justice. But what does that mean in a world-or worldswhere truth and justice mean nothing? Find out in Superman: Action Comics: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3! This collection
contains the conclusion of legendary Superman writer Dan Jurgens' Action Comics run. Also collects Action Comics Special #1.
ÒAction Comics continues the push to #1,000 with a Superman tale that calls back to the characterÕs roots while charting new
ground and exploring new angles to his history.Ó ÑComicosity ÒWhenever Jurgens depicts the Man of Steel or Booster Gold, the
issue has a great, old-school vibe to it.Ó ÑIGN Is Jor-El really alive? Superman and Booster Gold travel back in time to verify the
claims that Kal-ElÕs father somehow survived the destruction of Krypton. What they find, though, is a vastly different world than
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history has shown. When the time intruders are discovered, Jor-El and General Zod collaborate to capture or destroy them. The
Eradicator will chase the pair through time to 25th century Gotham City and back to Krypton in pursuit of justice. Unable to alter
the past, Superman and Booster must make certain they survive. Zod, his son Lor-Zod and Ursa want to make certain they do not.
Not that things are perfect back on Earth. The Pentagon reports that Lois LaneÕs father, General Sam Lane, has gone missing.
When they wonÕt mount a rescue operation, she goes after him on her own. Or so she thinks. Her super-powered son Jon tags
along, adding a new level of risk to the mission. Dan JurgensÕ final major story arc, collecting Action Comics #993-999 and a
story from Action Comics Special #1, raises the stakes for all concerned. These high-powered tales are illustrated by Jurgens,
Brett Booth, Will Conrad, and Norm Rapmund.
The superstar creative team of Peter J. Tomasi, Patrick Gleason, Doug Mahnke and a host of comicsÕ most exciting artists proudly present
SUPERMAN: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK ONEÑan incredible collection of the all-new adventures of the Man of Steel in this
first hardcover collection of the new Rebirth series, exploding from DCÕs blockbuster Rebirth event! Rocketed from his dying homeworld as
an infant, he became his adopted planetÕs greatest champion. Then he and his familyÑhis wife, Lois Lane, and their son, Jonathan
KentÑnarrowly escaped the destruction of their entire universe. They emerged on a new Earth, where a younger, brasher breed of
superheroes held sway. And when the valiant young Superman of this strangely familiar reality fell in the line of duty, the original Man of Steel
stepped out of the shadows to take his place. Now, in addition to battling threats from around the world and across the universe, Superman
must fight to earn the trust of his newly adopted planetÕs other protectorsÑas well as his curious small-town neighbors. Most of all, he must
teach young Jonathan how to harness his ever-increasing abilities and wield them in the service of truth and justiceÑas a child of two worlds,
this grandson of KryptonÕs potential is rivaled only by the dangers he will face. Collects the first two paperback collections SUPERMAN
#1-13 and the SUPERMAN: REBIRTH one-shot.
"One of Superman's biggest mysteries ends here! His name is Mr. Oz. Since before the events of Dc Universe: Rebirth, he has plagued
Superman and his allies--kidnapping friend and foe alike, setting up the pieces for a mysterious endgame that no one can fathom. And now
the moment has arrived, Mr. Oz wants Superman to leave Earth forever, and he's willing to spread death and destruction around the world to
make his point. But who is this mysterious figure, and why is he obsessed with the Man of Steel? The answer is a revelation that will rock
Superman to his core!"--Page 4 of cover.
"Superman returns to Metropolis just in time to meet the city of tomorrow's newest protector: Lex Luthor. But it's not long before these dueling
titans meet someone unexpected -- the new Clark Kent! The two arch-enemies must put aside their differences and face the common threat
of Doomsday, as Jimmy Olsen and the Planet staff try to uncover the truth: who is the man claiming to be Clark Kent?"-"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger"
Superman keeps the abandoned Warworld weapon out of the hands of anyone who might misuse it. But now the Justice League questions
his judgment. It’s time for Clark Kent to put up or shut up. In “Tales of Metropolis,” the Guardian comes to the city. Is this another step
toward Future State?
Superman is joined by the Justice League in an epic battle against the Legion of Doom and the invisible mafia! In the midst of Leviathan
Rising, the Legion of Doom has reemerged with a new partner, the invisible mafia. These two terrifying teams join forces against the Man of
Steel. Can the Justice League arrive in time to to assist Superman, or will this be the breaking point? Collects Action Comics issues
#1015-1020.
ROAD TO REBIRTH The Superman and Lois Lane of the pre-New 52 DC Universe return in SUPERMAN: LOIS AND CLARK, from the
creative team of Dan Jurgens and Lee Weeks! THE LAST SON OF KRYPTON— AND THE LAST DAUGHTER OF EARTH They were the first
couple of truth and justice, the Man of Steel and the tough-as-nails reporter who was the love of his life. Then came the Flashpoint…the
Convergence…and their world was wiped from reality, replaced with the New 52 worlds that make up the Multiverse. Now Lois and Clark, as
well as their young son, Jonathan, have been transported to an Earth much like the one they left behind, yet radically different. An Earth with
familiar heroes, familiar faces, familiar names, but entirely different ages and attitudes. An Earth with its own Lois Lane, its own Clark Kent—its
own Superman. An Earth where Superman is distrusted—and where two Supermen could cause a disaster. For years they’ve stayed below
the radar, with Clark fighting evil under the cover of darkness and Lois crusading against crime as an anonymous journalist. But now all their
secrets are about to be exposed to a world far harsher than the one they left behind—and Jonathan is caught in the crossfire. Now only one
question remains: Has the time come for the original Man of Tomorrow to reveal himself? Collects SUPERMAN: LOIS AND CLARK #1-8.
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